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Welcome to your personalised action plan handbook. This handbook is designed 
to complement your face-to-face group sessions, your one-to-one phone calls and 
your online learning. We hope you enjoy this programme and are empowered to 
achieve your health goals.

Telephone initial assessment
– Introduction to your telephone coach

– Programme overview, including 
understanding individual needs  
and motivations

– Assess lifestyle scores

– Support to start stage 1 of the 
programme

Before your first group session:
– Complete online assessments 

– Book in with your healthcare team to 
review your medication 

– Order your sample Total Diet 
Replacement 

– Choose and order your preferred  
Total Diet Replacement products

Stage 1: Total Diet Replacement  
0 - 3 months
– Start Total Diet Replacement products

– Face-to-face group sessions 

– Online learning

– Phone calls with your telephone coach 

– Medication review with your healthcare 
team at 3 months

Stage 2: Food re-introduction 
3 - 6 months
– Gradual re-introduction of food

– Face-to-face group sessions 

– Online learning 

– Phone calls with your telephone coach

– Medication review with your healthcare 
team at 6 months 

Stage 3: Maintenance  
6 - 12 months
– Maintaining a healthy balanced diet

– Face-to-face group sessions

– Online learning

– Phone calls with your telephone coach

Telephone final review 
– Review lifestyle scores 

– Evaluation

– Complete online assessments

– Medication review with your healthcare 
team

– 12-month review of body measurements 
and blood glucose levels collected by 
your healthcare team 

My programme

Introduction
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Your commitment to us

During the length of the 12-month programme, we ask that you commit to:

– Attend all group sessions 

– Take all phone calls with your  
telephone coach 

– Inform us as soon as possible (using the 
contact details below) if you are unable 
to attend a session or phone call,  
or no longer wish to continue with the 
programme

– Consume Total Diet Replacement 
products over 12 weeks 

At ICS Health & Wellbeing, our ethos is to be person centred; although our team try really 
hard to deliver the best possible service, we recognise that occasionally we may not 
always get it right. If you are unhappy with any part of our service, we would like to know 
so that we can resolve this for you.

Give us your feedback:

– In person or by phone to your programme health coach

– By phone: 0333 577 3561

– Via our website: icshealth.co.uk 

– By email: rewind@icshealth.co.uk 

We will always try and respond to any patient dissatisfaction, quickly and efficiently, 
however if you are still not happy we will be able to guide you through our 
complaints procedure.

– Complete all online learning 

– Inform us of any changes to your health 
(including pregnancy and medications) 
that may impact on your ability to take 
part in the programme

– Purchase your Total Diet Replacement 
products in advance of your first group 
session

– Attend your scheduled review 
appointments with your healthcare 
team

– To provide you with a service designed 
to empower you to manage your 
diabetes, reduce your weight and 
reduce your medications

– We will do this by offering you specialist 
nutrition, psychology and physical 
activity education. This will be delivered 
in an intensive blended model i.e. face-
to-face groups, telephone one-to-ones 
and online learning

– To equip you with the knowledge, skills 
and tools to make healthier lifestyle 
changes at each session 

Our commitment to you
– To support you to set goals which are 

specific to your health

– Send you reminders to book your 
ongoing review appointments with  
your healthcare team

– To ensure we deliver an effective 
service which is based on the latest 
evidence and responsive to your needs

– To keep any information you share with 
us secure and only ever share it when 
updating your GP of your progress
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We will provide you with the following resources throughout the 
programme according to session attendance:

– Online programme portal with online 
learning modules 

– Access to discounted meal replacement 
shakes and equipment

Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) (circle where 
appropriate)

– Physical activity videos

– Online recipes for Total Diet  
Replacement and food re-introduction 
stages

Has your doctor ever said that you have a heart condition and that you 
should only do physical activity recommended by a doctor?

YES / NO

Do you feel pain in your chest when you do physical activity? YES / NO

In the past month, have you had chest pain when you were not doing 
physical activity?

YES / NO

Do you lose your balance because of dizziness or do you lose 
consciousness?

YES / NO

Do you have a bone or joint problem (for example, back, knee or hip) that 
could be made worse by a change in your physical activity?

YES / NO

Is your doctor currently prescribing drugs (for example, water pills) for 
your blood pressure or heart condition?

YES / NO

Do you know of any other reason why you should not do physical activity? YES / NO

Are over 69 years of age and you are not used to being physically active? YES / NO

If you answered YES to one or more questions above please talk with your 
doctor by phone or in person BEFORE you start the physical activity part 
of the programme. Tell the doctor about the PAR-Q and which questions 
you answered YES to and make sure he/she is happy for you to take part 
in light/moderate activity. Do you agree to do this?

YES / NO

Privacy policy
We take protection of your personal data very seriously and treat your personal data 
confidentially. If you would like to find out more about how your data is used and 
stored, please view our privacy notice at icshealth.co.uk/privacy-policy-rewind/
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Group session  
number

Venue Date Time

My appointments
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Phone appointment  
number

Date Time
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Body Mass Index
BMI (kg/m2)

Monitoring your weight and calculating your BMI allows you to review your progress and 
assess your health risks. By achieving a lower/ healthy range BMI you will be reducing 
your health risks associated with Type 2 diabetes.

Underweight: Below 18.5 kg/m2 
Healthy: 18.5-24.9 kg/m2

Overweight: 25-29.9 kg/m2  
Obese: 30 or over kg/m2

Research shows us that our genetics and ethnicity can impact our risk. Therefore black, 
Asian and other minority ethnic groups have a lower BMI classification. 

Underweight: Below 18.5 kg/m2

Healthy: 18.5-22.9 kg/m2

Overweight: 23-27.4 kg/m2

Obese: 27.5 or over kg/m2

You can also calculate your BMI at  
https://www.nhs.uk/live-well/healthy-weight/bmi-calculator/

Goal weight

It is now time to start thinking about what you would want your goal weight to be by 
the end of this programme (one year from now). Research tells us that the more weight 
you lose, the greater your chance of reducing your diabetes medications and other 
medications. By following the first stage of this programme (0-3 months), you can expect 
to lose 1-2kg per week (this may be more or less depending on your starting weight). You 
can continue to lose weight after this time, however it will not be as rapid. 

It is important to be realistic here. Think about what your lowest weight in the past 5-10 
years has been. It is important for your goal weight to be achievable.

You may want to think about how you reach this goal weight. What are your weight 
milestones on your way to achieving your goal weight a year from now?

My goals

Please use this as a way to track and monitor the results you receive during your  
scheduled appointments.

Appointments

Height:

My programme journey

3 
months

Date

Completion 
results

Date

6 
months

Date

Initial
results 

Date
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Blood pressure
(mmHg)

Below: 90  - low blood pressure, talk to healthcare team 
 60

Healthy:  90 120 
 160mmHg       to  80mmHg

Glycated Haemoglobin 
(HbA1c) (mmol/mol)

HbA1c is a long-term marker of diabetes management. The HbA1c target for most people 
with Type 2 diabetes is 48 mmol/mol but your GP might suggest a different target for you.

If your HbA1c goes below 48 mmol/mol your GP may suggest stopping your medications, 
but it is still important to have your HbA1c measured every 3-6 months.

What is diabetes remission?
“Diabetes remission in people with Type 2 diabetes means  

that your blood sugar levels are healthy (less than 48mmol/mol)  
without needing to take any diabetes medication”  

Diabetes UK

Diabetes remission may be achieved by some people following this programme. The 
evidence suggests that losing 15kg of your weight, within the first 6 years of diagnosis will 
increase your chances of remission. However, even if you have had diabetes for longer 
than 6 years, or cannot achieve 15kg weight loss, weight loss is still beneficial. Research 
tells us that by losing just 5% of your body weight, you can help to lower your HbA1c, 
blood pressure levels and cholesterol. Remember, any weight loss will also have a big 
impact on your physical and mental health. Weight loss helps to manage your diabetes, 
and other conditions, with less medications.

Waist (cm)

Monitoring your waist measurement is another way of tracking your health risks. By 
achieving a lower/ healthy range waist measurement you will be reducing your health 
risks associated with Type 2 diabetes.

Male: 
Healthy: Less than 94cm/ 37” (Less than 90cm/ 35” for South Asian, Chinese and Japanese)

Female: 
Healthy: Less than 80cm/ 31”
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Date Weight Weight change
Total weight change  

to date

My tracker 
Please use this tracker to note down your weekly weight throughout the 52 weeks 
(we will measure your weight during your 10 group sessions and collect it during 
your 10 phone calls.)
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Date Weight Weight change
Total weight change  

to date
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Date Weight Weight change
Total weight change  

to date
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Introduction
Total Diet Replacements (TDRs or meal replacement products) are specially designed to 
replace food for a period of three months. TDRs provide your body with all the vitamins 
and minerals it needs to stay healthy, but to promote weight loss.

Programmes that use TDRs have been shown to provide significant weight loss in a short 
period of time. Losing weight is beneficial for overall physical and mental health, can help 
reduce health risks and help to reduce some medications. It may even help you to achieve 
diabetes remission.

During the first 12 weeks:

– 4 TDR products spread throughout the day providing about 800 calories and all 
vitamins and minerals

– Unlimited non-starchy vegetables, salad and seasoning

– At least two litres of fluid (water, low calorie/calorie-free drinks, teas and coffee)

– Remove all other food and calorie containing drinks and alcohol.

How to prepare your shakes?
– Follow the mixing instructions that come with the TDR product 

– Shaker cups, hand blenders and whisks can be used to mix the sachet contents

– The products are best served immediately after mixing 

– You can have your TDR shakes extra cold by adding ice, or having them warmed up 
with hot water. You may even want to add instant coffee, sugar free syrups or 1-2 
drops of essence flavouring e.g. peppermint, orange, caramel etc.

Speak to your coach if you have any additional serving suggestions to make sure they are 
suitable for the programme.

What can I eat?
Including non-starchy vegetables in the TDR phase provides you with variation, taste, 
texture and allows you to socialise with your friends and family. It is also allows you to 
build habits around including non-starchy vegetables in your diet. This is important in 
helping you to maintain weight loss following the TDR phase. It is a great opportunity to 
explore new foods, flavours and ways of cooking. You can have non-starchy vegetables 
at any time of the day, and in any amount; they’re unlimited. Take a look in the appendix 
for examples of non-starchy vegetables, and use the online recipes as a guide to explore 
meal ideas.

Your TDR products will provide you with all the nutrients your body needs to stay 
healthy. However, there is not much fibre in TDRs. If you are used to having fibre in your 
diet and then do not have any, it can cause constipation. Non-starchy vegetables are our 
main source of fibre. For this reason, you may want to include non-starchy vegetables in 
your diet to reduce the risk of constipation.

Stage 1: Total Diet Replacement
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Common side effects 
Occasionally, TDR programmes can cause side effects. In most cases these are temporary 
(last a few days at the beginning of the programme) and only happen again if the TDR 
programme is interrupted. They are nothing to worry about, and are caused by the 
body adapting to a lower energy intake. The table below gives common side effects and 
solutions. If symptoms persist, please contact your healthcare team.

Side effect Solution

Hunger 

Thirst

• Increase fluid intake

• Spread out your TDR products and non-starchy vegetables 
throughout the day

• Try and keep your mind occupied with games, puzzles, 
distractions or gentle physical activity

Headaches/ light 
headedness/ 
dizziness

Fatigue/ cramps

• Increase fluid intake

• Spread out your TDR products and non-starchy vegetables 
throughout the day

• If you are using blood pressure medication and experiencing 
dizziness, speak to your healthcare team.

• Consider adding salt to your non-starchy vegetables, or try a 
salty drink (e.g. a stock cube dissolved in hot water or Bovril) for 
a short amount of time.

• Try a magnesium supplement* – there is little scientific evidence 
to support this but people who have completed the programme 
do recommend it and there is no harm in doing so. Speak to a 
pharmacist for further advice

Nausea

• Increase fluid intake

• Take half the amount of your TDR products at a time and spread 
throughout the day

• Ginger tea or diet ginger beer can often soothe nausea

Diarrhoea

• Increase fluid intake

• Reduce non-starchy vegetable intake, or spread throughout the 
day

• Try anti-diarrhoea tablets* or oral rehydration salts*. You can find 
out more information at www.nhs.uk/medicines

Constipation

• Increase fluid intake

• Increase non-starchy vegetable intake

• Try a fibre supplement* or laxative*. You can find out more 
information at www.nhs.uk/conditions/laxatives

Bad breath
• Increase fluid intake

• Use sugar free chewing gum, mints or mouth spray

*These can be obtained over the counter and do not need a prescription
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If you experience any other side effects, please discuss this with your coach or healthcare team.

Ketones
Ketones are substances made by our bodies when we have a low energy (calorie) and 
low carbohydrate intake. Ketones are made when we use stored fat as energy. Ketones 
in small amounts are safe, and our bodies are designed to not let us produce too many 
ketones. You may hear this programme referred to as a ‘keto-diet’. You may also hear the 
possible side effects referred to as ‘keto-flu’.

Can I miss a TDR product?
It is important to continue to consume your TDR products throughout the TDR phase, 
even if you are not hungry. The protein in the TDR products helps your body to prevent 
break down of muscle for energy. Maintaining muscle is important as this helps to 
maintain strength and health.

Rare side effect Solution

Right sided 
stomach pain 
which can go 
through to below 
the right 
shoulder

This can be a sign of gallstones. If this occurs, stop the diet  
and visit your healthcare team.

Vomiting, unable 
to keep fluid 
down and 
breathlessness

This can be a sign of ketoacidosis. Stop the diet and visit your 
nearest A&E department.
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Understanding diabetes
We are going to look at how the food we eat affects Type 2 diabetes and how making 
lifestyle changes can help to manage Type 2 diabetes

By the end of this section, you should be able to:

– Recognise that your diet is important in contributing to your health and wellbeing

– Understand that positive changes will help you to manage Type 2 diabetes

– Identify factors that can be changed to improve management of Type 2 diabetes

– Consider how changing these factors can be applied to your own situation

– Understand how to increase your motivation and success in making changes

How does the food we eat affect Type 2 diabetes?
When we consume food and drinks, they are broken down and absorbed, through our 
gut, into our bodies to give us energy and to keep us healthy. This process is known as 
digestion. Some of the foods and drinks that we consume contain carbohydrates (carbs). 
When carbs are broken down they turn into glucose. After glucose is absorbed in our 
gut, it passes into the blood stream. When glucose passes into the blood stream it raises 
blood glucose levels. It is normal to have some glucose in the blood stream to fuel our 
bodies. However, when blood glucose levels rise too much, or stay high for long periods 
of time, it is damaging to our bodies. Continued high blood glucose levels is known as 
diabetes.

We know that a nutritious and balanced diet can help to keep our bodies healthy and 
prevent us from developing certain diseases. Too much or too little of the right nutrients 
can lead to problems for our bodies. 

How can lifestyle changes improve health and help to manage 
Type 2 diabetes?

We know that the following steps can help to improve the management of Type 2 
diabetes and reduce the risk of developing complications:
– Reducing your weight by 5-10% or 15kg 

– Reducing your intake of free sugars

– Increasing your physical activity levels

– Achieving and maintaining a healthy waist measurement

Medications and blood glucose measurements
Before starting this programme, you will have had an appointment with your healthcare 
team. In this appointment your healthcare team will have reviewed your medications 
and suggested changes i.e. reducing your medications. It is important to reduce your 
medications when you start the TDR stage. This is to ensure that your blood glucose 
levels do not go too low (hypo). If you feel symptoms of a hypo, you should follow the 
guidance provided by your healthcare team (this can also be found in the appendix). 

You will have been given a glucose meter and taught how and when to measure your 
blood glucose levels. This guidance can also be found in the appendix.
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S
Specific
Your goal needs to be clear and detailed

What will you do?

When will you do it?

Where will you do it?

M
Measurable
Making the goal specific means it can be easily measured 
and helps you to monitor your progress

A
Achievable
Think about making small changes that are easily within 
your reach. Being successful will build your confidence

R
Relevant
You are more likely to succeed if the goal is important  
to you - something you really want to change

T Timely
Set a time to achieve the goal

Goal setting: SMART Goals 
Goal setting is an important part of changing behaviour. It is very important to understand 
what you want to change and set targets for yourself. We also recommend setting 
SMART goals which are as precise as possible so that you can measure your change and 
acknowledge your achievements. Look at the table below to understand SMART goals. 

Your coach will help you to make SMART goals:

You may find that you need to break some goals down into ‘sub goals’ so that you can see 
yourself achieve over shorter periods of time as well as longer periods. 

Setting my goals
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Try asking yourself the following questions about each goal you make:

Goals Target 
achievement date:

1. My long-term goals are: 

1. My short-term goals to meet this are:

2. My long-term goals are: 

2. My short-term goals to meet this are:

 3. My long-term goals are: 

3. My short-term goals to meet this are:
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Pros and cons of behaviour change and 
COM B model 
Remember that there are always pros and cons to every decision you make. How you 
make these decisions are based on all sorts of different factors – your health values, your 
goals and the importance you attach to these things. 

Long-term goals
Imagine a seesaw, remember it is your decision to change and you must think about what 
it will take to tip the balance in favour of change. To help you make the decision you 
could attach a ‘weight’ (or importance) to each benefit and each cost. 

Short-term goals
Think about the decisions that you could make with regard to your health. You could fill 
out the table below to help you decide what to do. We have started with an example.

Decision e.g. whether to 
continue the programme  

Benefits/pros 

“I will lose weight”

“I will increase my 
chances of needing less 

medication”  

Costs/cons 

“It might be boring  
at times”

“I will need to think about 
my eating habits”  
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The COM B model of behaviour change 
A lot of research has been done to identify the things that people need to make 
behaviour change. It has been found that there are three important factors: motivation, 
capability and opportunity. Ideally to maximise the chances of making behaviour change 
you need these three things in fairly equal measure.

Motivation Opportunity

Capability

Capability 
Capability could be described as being able to do something. For example, having the 
physical skills, strength and stamina to undertake something and having the psychological 
confidence to continue with something. This is particularly important with diet and 
exercise where you can develop the confidence and the understanding to try out new 
things you might not have tried before. 

Opportunity 
Opportunity could be described as having the chance to try something out and continue 
it. This includes things like having friends and family that understand the nature of the 
programme you have undertaken, and who actively support you rather than try to 
discourage you. Physical opportunity could be described as what your environment 
provides in terms of resources and locations for you to try out and carry on your new 
behaviours. For example, the physical opportunity might include having the shakes you 
need to complete the programme. 
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The content of this programme is all designed to help you get the best out of your 
opportunity, capability and motivation. 

For example: 

Motivation 
Motivation is most important so that you can use your capability and your opportunity. 
Sometimes however, you have to work at your motivation by consciously weighing the 
pros and cons of sticking with something and reducing the barriers that might hinder 
your change. To maximise motivation, you will need to make goals, plans and minimise 
the costs of changing. 

It isn’t so easy if you have lots of motivation, but you don’t know how to implement 
something, or you don’t have the opportunity to do so. 

Think of your decision to start this programme and how you can use these three things to 
maximise your chances of sticking with it even when it feels difficult.

For example sticking to my new diet replacement plan:

Capability Opportunity Motivation

I know how to mix the 
shakes and feel confident 
doing this.

I have planned ahead so 
that I have my shakes if I 
need them at work. I have 
a container to put them in.

I will maximise my 
motivation by rewarding 
myself with a relaxing 
bath. 

Capability Opportunity Motivation
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Motivation 
Keeping up the motivation to make health changes is often difficult. This is partly because 
you don’t always see quick results. For example, it may take a few weeks or even months 
to see the benefit from how much weight you have lost or to see if you no longer need 
medication for diabetes. In the world today, we are used to things happening more 
instantly and you will often need patience with health changes. 

To keep up your motivation you will need to maximise the chances of achieving 
something by reducing the barriers or challenges that you might meet along the way and 
increase your rewards and sense of achievement. You could think of it as trying to push 
a huge ball backwards and forwards. You need to get the momentum going so that the 
rewards and achievements overcome the challenges. Have a look at the diagram on the 
next page.

Call 1

Your telephone support call with your health coach

My next call with my health coach will take place on             /         /   at          : 

Things I would like to talk to my health coach about this week:

My achievements are:

My challenges have been:
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Call 2

Your telephone support call with your health coach

Drives motivation
– It is important to you

– SMART goals

– Reviewing progress

– Rewards

Start Finish

Decreases motivation
– Obstacles or challenges

– High costs of sacrifices 
e.g. time, effort, money, 
discomfort, temptation

My next call with my health coach will take place on             /         /   at          : 

Things I would like to talk to my health coach about this week:

My achievements are:

My challenges have been:
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Social support network 
An important part of successful behaviour change is ensuring that you are getting as 
much support as possible. This support can come from friends, family, neighbours or 
even pets. We know from research that having support is very important for maintaining 
motivation and boosting morale. 

You will need to explain to your family, or anyone you spend lots of time with, what you 
are doing, why you are doing it and how they can best help you if it gets tough. Other 
people (even those closest to us) can’t always guess what we need most.  Think about 
how people can help you.

– You might need to talk with your family and friends about how you manage mealtimes 
while you are on Total Diet Replacement. Try to avoid having different mealtimes  
from others, that will only make you feel isolated and it may feel like you are punishing 
yourself. Try to get your family involved – have them try the shakes or soups and make 
it fun.

– Try doing something together too. For example, try finding different ways of enjoying 
the new vegetables you are eating. 

– Think about the different support that friends or family could give you. For example,  
if you need encouragement to keep going who could you chat to? Support doesn’t 
always come from the same person, but different people can offer different types of 
support.

– One of the challenging things about the Total Diet Replacement part of this 
programme might be dealing with social situations. Talk to your family or friends first 
about how your dietary needs can be accommodated. If you are prepared in advance 
it helps to deal with any pressure or temptation. 

Even if you are quite a private person, we all need to do things together sometimes. 
Social support is not one way – there might be lots of situations when you can give 
support back also.

Have I talked to my family and friends?

What practical help and support would I like from them?  

What emotional support would l like? Who else can offer me support?

Who can offer me support? 

What else can I do for support?
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Habits, obstacles and problem solving 
Obstacles 
Think of the challenges you are facing in trying to achieve your goals – these could be 
termed obstacles. Try and identify what obstacles you have come across. There may be 
obstacles that were not entirely within your control. We might think of these as external 
obstacles. It is also likely that some of these obstacles were internal things that come 
from the way you think, feel and behave.  

For example: our family often influence us and are considered external obstacles,  
but the way we feel about our interactions with them are internal e.g. my family won’t 
enjoy the meals as much if they are healthier…this might be true, or it might just be our 
way of thinking. 

Try placing your challenges into the two columns. 

To help you here are some examples of some of the obstacles people have encountered.

Other health worries It just wasn’t a big  
enough priority

Internal obstacles 
(things I could try and change) External obstacles 

External obstacles can be overcome by problem solving and setting SMART goals. 

Internal obstacles require different strategies such as mindfulness, self-compassion and 
relaxation exercises.

Try and think of one internal obstacle and one external obstacle that you are going to 
work on in the next few weeks and can be changed by working on your thoughts (see 
section on ‘Thoughts, self-compassion and mindful eating’).

Internal obstacle  

External obstacle 

My family

Too many other  
things going on

Money

Boredom
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My challenges and rewards 

1. Define the 
problem:

What is the problem 
you would like to deal 

with?

3. Pick a  
possible 
solution

4. Implement your 
solution: 

If it doesn’t work try 
another solution

5. Review results

2. Brainstorm 
solutions:

Think of all the possible 
solutions. It can help 
to think laterally, be 

creative. Even the crazy 
solutions might turn 

out to have a grain of 
helpfulness in them!

Problem solving 
One way of managing the external obstacles can be to try a problem solving approach. 
This can help you to come up with solutions that you may not have thought of before. Start 
at point 1 in the diagram below and work around the cycle. Look at point 2 especially. It is 
really worth brainstorming lots of possible solutions to your problem. Try thinking outside 
the box and you may find that from new ideas something realistic will turn up. 

It can be helpful to brainstorm and work through this approach with your family, especially 
if you need to work on things together. 

Challenges What I can do to 
overcome them Rewards
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Habits 
Habits are usually behaviours that we have built up over many years. They are behaviours 
we do almost automatically like brushing our teeth or being able to drive a car. But 
sometimes habits can be unhelpful. Many unhelpful habits can be related to diet and food 
and it is possible that you have already discovered what your unhelpful habits might be. 
They can start because they are a way of helping us to break immediate anxiety, tension, 
boredom or fatigue.

The examples below show two different unhelpful habits and how someone might change 
them into helpful habits: 

In order to change your habits you need to understand how and why your habit occurs.

Try asking yourself the following questions:

When does my unhelpful habit occur?  

Why does my habit occur?  

What was I thinking or feeling when my habit happens?

Unhelpful habits Helpful habits

Flopping down on the sofa after getting 
back from work.

Having a shower then going out for a 
walk after I get back from work.

Snacking on chocolate while at the 
computer.

Taking a break from the computer and 
stretching your legs for a few minutes.
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Look at the examples below:

1. Identify one unhelpful habit that is stopping you from achieving your health goals and 
write it down.

2. Write down emotional or environmental triggers that are associated with your 
unhelpful habit.

3. If you know them, write down common thoughts that accompany this.

4. In the ‘outcomes’, write down what you will achieve by engaging in your habit (eg: 
relief, distraction, etc) and what you are actually achieving.

3. Thoughts

2. Emotional triggers

2. Environmental triggers

1. Unhelpful habit 4. What do you get  
from this habit?

I am tired and 
have no energy

Flopping down on 
the sofa when I get 
in from a hard day

Relax, but don’t do 
anything useful, 
waste timeTired

The sofa looked 
enticing / 
comfortable
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8. Thoughts

7. Emotional triggers

7. Environmental triggers

6. Helpful habit 5. What do you get  
from this habit?

I will feel better 
for some exercise 
/ fresh air

I will feel less 
tired after I have 
done this, and 
use my time 
productively 

Before getting on 
with my evening 
I will do some 
healthy exercise

Feel better from 
‘winding down’ and 
having fresh air

Have 
comfortable 
shoes ready, 
jogging kit

5. What different outcomes would you like in order to achieve your health 
goals? What would you like to get from a new habit?

6. Think of a helpful habit that might replace the unhelpful habit.

7. Now go back to your ‘triggers’ - could you change your emotional  
and environmental triggers?

8. Can you try and change your thoughts? It might help to write down a 
new thought to remind you.
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Try filling in your own example here:

3. Thoughts

2. Emotional triggers

2. Environmental triggers

1. Unhelpful habit 4. What do you get  
from this habit?
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8. Thoughts

7. Emotional triggers

7. Environmental triggers

6. Helpful habit 5. What do you get  
from this habit?
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It is often best to change unhelpful habits one at a time. It can take a few weeks to retrain 
a behaviour and during this time it will take some time and conscious thinking on your 
part, so don’t overwhelm yourself. 

It is also likely that the old unhelpful habit will give you some personal reward. If it is to 
do with eating it might be a sugar rush from snacking on sweet food or it might be relief 
from hunger, boredom or stress. 

You will need to reward yourself during the time you are trying to establish a new habit. 
The reward from the new habit needs to begin to outweigh what you are no longer 
getting from the old habit and then slowly the balance will change. It will also help to try 
and identify the thoughts you have before you slip into an old habit.

What was my last goal?

Have I achieved this goal?

Goal review



Goal setting, health values and  
problem solving  

It is important to try and ensure your goals are in line with your values. Values are the 
things you consider most important and meaningful in life. 

Values

To be physically well 
and healthy to enjoy 

my grandchildren

Goal 1 Goal 2 Goal 3

I will walk 10,000 
steps a day until this 

programme ends

I will make 3 new 
healthy recipes a 
week and share 

them with my family

Can you think of 
another goal?

Look at the diagram and you can see how your value will help you to set a goal that will 
fit in with your day to day routine and your priorities and commitments. 

Everyone can have different values and they can change at different stages in life.

Have good 
quality of life Have a circle of 

close friends

Be open and  
learn new things

Maintain physical 
independence 

Live a healthy 
lifestyle 
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For example:

‘I really value being physically fit to play with my grandchildren’. 

My SMART goal could therefore be going for a walk with my grandchildren once a week.

Try not to let your values get lost in life, work and commitments. If that starts to happen, 
life can begin to feel as though it is getting uninteresting and unrewarding and can make 
you vulnerable to stress and depression.

Values can also help you find rewards and a focus to your activities. For example, if one of 
your values is to ‘be open and learn new things’ then reward yourself by trying a new or 
long forgotten pastime or taking a class. 

Travel and experience 
new things 

To build a happy 
loving family

To grow and enjoy 
spirituality or faith 

To be more 
mobile

To have an  
active mind

To seek out new 
experiences

To be active

My values My goals

1:

2:

3:
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Thinking about reintroducing food
Congratulations on coming so far. You are now coming to the end of your TDR and it 
is time to start thinking about how you will slowly reduce your TDR products and start 
reintroducing food. This will happen from week 12 onwards.

It is common during this next stage to feel a range of emotions. The TDR has been a big 
change and starting to re-introduce food will take time. These next pages will help you 
think about doing this with confidence. We will learn:

– What makes up a healthy balanced meal

– How to reduce your TDR products and replace them with meals

– Start to think about your new balanced lifestyle

Overview of the food reintroduction

What is a healthy meal? 
A healthy meal is food and drink that provides nutrition, taste and pleasure at a specific 
time within a budget and a social setting. There are many factors that influence what you 
eat and we will explore this later in your online learning. For now, 
we will explore the basic aspects of a healthy meal.

The portion plate gives us a guide as to how to make up 
a healthy meal.

Try to aim for:

– Half of your plate to be a variety of vegetables, 
salad or fruit

– A quarter of your plate to be lean protein foods

– A quarter of your plate to be wholegrain 
carbohydrates

It is important to get a variety of foods in your diet 
to ensure you get all the vitamins and minerals you 
need. This is an opportunity to explore different food 
choices, flavours, recipes and ideas. 

If you’re not feeling adventurous, that’s OK too. 
Remember, a lot of meals and snacks that you had previously 
can be adapted to make them match the plate proportions. You do not need to eat a 
completely new diet or make different meals for your family - simple changes to your old 
diet can work.

Stage 2: Food re-introduction

Week 13 and 14 Week 15 and 16 Week 17 and 18 Week 18 onwards

3 TDR products  
and 1 balanced meal

2 TDR products and  
2 balanced meals

1 TDR product and  
3 balanced meals

3 balanced meals 
+/- healthy snacks
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Wholegrain carbohydrates 
These foods provide a source of fuel for the body. They are rich in vitamins, minerals and 
fibre. Fibre has many important roles. Most importantly, fibre helps you to feel fuller for 
longer, and manage blood glucose levels. This helps to manage appetite. You may not 
always have the option to choose wholegrain carbohydrates. Try to choose wholegrain 
carbohydrates as much as possible to ensure you get the most from the food you eat. 
These foods should make up a quarter of your plate.

Examples of wholegrain carbohydrates are:

– Wholegrain or seeded bread, tortilla, pitta, roti, flatbread, naan, crackers, chapatti, 
injera etc.

– Any type of pasta

– Wholegrain/ Basmati rice

– Boiled or steamed potato or sweet potato (with skin on), yam, cassava, plantain

– Wholegrain cereals, rolled oats and bran or malted flakes 

Lean protein 
Lean protein helps our bodies to maintain, build and repair muscle and tissue. Maintaining 
muscle is important for our metabolism. Choosing lean protein can also help you to feel 
fuller for longer, and so helps to manage appetite. You may not always have the option 
to choose lean protein. Try to choose lean proteins as much as possible to ensure you get 
the most from the food you eat. These foods should make up a quarter of your plate.

Examples of lean proteins are:

– Breast of poultry meat

– Lean red meats

– Fish (any type)

– Beans, lentils, pulses 

– Eggs

– Quorn, tofu and other alternatives

Fruits 
Fruits are full of vitamins, minerals and fibre. They also contain natural sugars which will 
increase blood glucose levels. They can form part of your 5-a-day; however we suggest 
limiting your intake of fruit to two portions per day. More guidance on portion sizes can 
be found in the appendix.

Fats 
Fat is an important part of a healthy diet. Our bodies use fat to maintain our tissues and 
make hormones. However, fats are also energy dense i.e. they have a lot of energy in a 
small amount. You may notice that the proportion plate does not contain fats in it. This is 
because a lot of foods contain natural fats e.g. fatty meats, oily fish, cheese, nuts, seeds, 
avocados. 
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Foods that contain added fats e.g. crisps, biscuits, pastries, chocolate can be included in 
a healthy lifestyle but should be limited as they are high in energy but low in nutrients. A 
starting point is to limit these foods to 1-2 per week.

Fats can also be used in cooking and preparing meals. Use healthy fats (olive, vegetable, 
rapeseed, safflower oil and spreads) in small amounts (a teaspoon, per person, per meal) 
to reduce excess energy.

Cooking 
There are a variety of ways to cook foods. Some methods of cooking are healthier than 
others as they do not use fat or they encourage fat to be taken out of the food. This can 
reduce the energy that the meal then provides. Use healthy cooking methods as much 
as possible when cooking foods. Healthy cooking methods are microwaving, boiling, 
steaming, grilling and dry-frying. 

Alcohol 
Alcohol is not essential in a healthy diet but it can be included. Please be aware that it is 
high in energy and can make managing weight difficult. We will discuss alcohol in more 
detail in your online modules.

Your portion size 
When eating, it is important to be aware of your intake as this will reduce your chances 
of returning to your previous weight. You can monitor your intake by making sure your 
portions are correct for you. Making sure your portion sizes are correct will make it more 
likely that you are able to achieve and maintain your goal weight. There are several ways 
of monitoring your portion sizes when you are re-introducing foods: 

– Use the portion plate as a guide at meal times to build a healthy meal

– Use the hand measures guide (in the appendix)

– Count your calories, aiming for about 400kcal per meal as a starting point

– Use a guide such as Carbs & Cals 

– Track your intake with a food diary or app

Top tips for food-reintroduction:

– Continue to review your SMART goals

– Start to increase your activity levels

– Monitor your progress with a diary or an app

– Plan your meals 

The following pages will explore weeks 13-20 in more detail. You can always come back 
to these pages once you have completed the online learning for that week.
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Week 13 and 14 
This is the first part of re-introducing food to your diet. During these weeks you will have:

Start to consider the different aspects that will help you to achieve success. Write down 
your answers in the spaces provided.

– 3 TDR products  

– Unlimited non-starchy vegetables,  
salad and seasoning

– 1 healthy meal

– Minimum of 2 litres of fluid (water, low 
calorie, calorie-free drinks, tea and coffee)

Use the online recipes as a start for ideas for healthy meals.

Some things to consider when starting to re-introduce a meal:

1. What is the easiest time of the day to reintroduce a meal?

2. What will the meal be?

3. How will I make sure that my portion sizes are appropriate?

4. Will I need to go shopping to buy food for this meal?

5. Will I need time to prepare this meal?

6. Will this meal always be in the same place with the same people?
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– 2 healthy meals

– Minimum of 2 litres of fluid (water, low 
calorie, calorie-free drinks, tea and 
coffee)

Week 15 and 16 
This is the second part of re-introducing food to your diet. During these weeks you  
will have:

Increasing your activity levels will help you to achieve success. Write down your answers 
in the space provided.

Some things to consider at this point:

1. What kind of activities do I already do?

2. What activities might I start to do?

3. How can I increase my activity during my daily routine?

4. How can I measure my activity?

– 2 TDR products

– Unlimited non-starchy 
vegetables, salad and seasoning
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Week 17 and 18 
This is the third part of re-introducing food to your diet. During these weeks you will have:

What I have learnt so far  
in my online learning?

How can I include this in my diet  
and lifestyle?

– 1 TDR product

– Unlimited non-starchy vegetables, 
salad and seasoning

– 3 healthy meals

– Minimum of 2 litres of fluid (water, low 
calorie, calorie-free drinks, tea and coffee)

At this point you may want to consider what else you have learnt in your online learning 
and start to use this learning in your food choices.
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Week 19 and 20 
This is the final part of re-introducing food to your diet. During these weeks you will have:

What has gone well so far:

 

What has not gone so well so far:

 

 

Is there anything I want to do differently?

 

 

How will I do this?

 

 

– 0 TDR products

– Unlimited non-starchy 
vegetables, salad and seasoning

– 3 healthy meals

– Minimum of 2 litres of fluid (water, low calorie, 
calorie-free drinks, tea and coffee)

– Additional snacks if needed
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Snacks 
Snacks can be a healthy part of a balanced lifestyle. If you choose to have snacks, try and 
aim for healthy snacks e.g. chopped vegetables/salad and dip, fruit, low calorie yogurts 
or cereal bars, nuts, seeds and dried fruit. Continue to be aware of appropriate portion 
sizes. Healthy snacks will provide you with more nutrients compared to other options e.g. 
crisps, biscuits, chocolate.  
If you are counting calories, then aim for your snacks to be about 100kcal per snack to 
begin with.

Reset plan 
If you start to regain weight, then you can use the ‘reset plan’. This programme can be 
used only once. This is because it is not healthy to keep losing and re-gaining weight i.e. 
yoyo dieting. The reset plan can be used at any point after you start re-introducing food. 
It should only be used if you have already thought about all other aspects of your diet and 
lifestyle. More information can be found in the appendix.

Your telephone support call with your health coach
Call 3

My next call with my health coach will take place on             /         /   at          : 

Things I would like to talk to my health coach about this week:

My achievements are:

My challenges have been:
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Remember: try not to waste too much time worrying about the things you cannot 
change. This will make you feel worse and more helpless. Try instead to problem solve 
the things you may be able to change. 

Stress and mindfulness 
Stress 
External sources of stress usually include the pressures we are under in our lives such as 
money worries, ill health (either ourselves or our family or friends), and meeting all our 
commitments. Sometimes we cannot change the external stresses, but it can be worth 
trying the problem solving approach to try and find ways of managing these stresses 
more effectively. 

Internal sources of stress are the pressures we put ourselves under which can include 
trying to be perfect or pleasing others. We need to learn how to manage these stresses 
too. There are several ideas for this that will be covered later on in this course. 

Think about your sources of stress:

My external stress My internal stresses
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Mindfulness 
One way of managing our response to stressful situations and life events is mindfulness. 
Mindfulness can help to deal with unhelpful habits, such as reaching for comfort foods 
when we are stressed. It can also help you to deal with internal feelings such as self 
criticism. 

A mindfulness approach reduces the ‘flight or fight’ response. Therefore mindfulness can 
have a positive impact on blood sugar and blood pressure levels. 

Mindfulness is a way of listening to your body in the present moment, being aware of 
what you are feeling, without judgement. Mindfulness exercises encourage you to become 
aware of the present (e.g. thoughts, emotions, sensations). 

With a bit of practice, you can learn to ‘just be’ and allow yourself to notice what’s 
happening around you now. Don’t judge things as good or bad but learn to relax into the 
moment and let go of whatever you might be experiencing. You can think of it as a way 
of not fighting yourself and your thoughts.

Key principles of mindfulness 
When practicing mindfulness, choose one thing to focus your attention on. This could be 
your breath, a sound, a muscle contraction, the food you are about to eat. 

It is perfectly normal for your mind to wander. Simply acknowledge that you are 
distracted and then return your attention back to the exercise. The more you practice, the 
less you will become distracted. 

It is important to remember that there is no right or wrong to mindfulness. Try to think 
of it as a way of being. You are noticing the direction of your thoughts and how you are 
feeling in your body rather than trying to do or think any particular way. Don’t judge or 
question yourself but just notice what is happening to your body and your thoughts. 

What was my last goal?

Have I achieved this goal?

Goal review
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Environmental restructuring 
It will help you if you make your home as easy as possible to ensure you avoid being 
tempted by some of your old food habits and encourage you to live a healthy active 
lifestyle. 

Look at the following things that people have tried  in their home to make their 
surroundings work for a new lifestyle:

I can try the following things to make the best possible environment  
for my behaviour change plan:

1. 

2. 

3. 

Tips for changing your space to work for you  
– Not getting the foods in that you used to snack on

– Putting things you don’t need on top shelves or out of the way

– Keeping the work surfaces in your kitchen clear and empty if possible

– Move things around so that the new choices are easily available

– If you can, buy a new bowl or mug so that things look tempting and give 
you pleasure

– Present your food so that it looks appetising

– Putting your exercise or activity shoes out so they are easy to find or see

– Planning ahead with your meals or shakes so you don’t have to think too 
much and aren’t tempted by the old easy option

– If you used to drink alcohol, have a non-alcoholic drink in a wine glass
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My next call with my health coach will take place on             /         /   at          : 

Your telephone support call with your health coach

Things I would like to talk to my health coach about this week:

My achievements are:

My challenges have been:

Call 4



My next call with my health coach will take place on             /         /   at          : 

Your telephone support call with your health coach

Things I would like to talk to my health coach about this week:

My achievements are:

My challenges have been:

Call 5

What is a balanced lifestyle?
Some things to consider at this point:

1. What did I learn in this online module?

2. Do I want to do anything different?

3. How will I do this?

4. What do I want to talk to my telephone coach about?
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What is a healthy diet? 
Some things to consider at this point:

1. What did I learn in this online module?

2. Do I want to do anything different?

3. How will I do this?

4. What do I want to talk to my telephone coach about?
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Call 6

Your telephone support call with your health coach

My next call with my health coach will take place on             /         /   at          : 

Things I would like to talk to my health coach about this week:

My achievements are:

My challenges have been:
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Thoughts, self-compassion and  
mindful eating 
Thoughts 
Our minds are constantly active, thinking about all sorts of things (often unrelated) all the 
time. It is like a running commentary in our heads. For example, think about what you said 
to yourself when you got up this morning.

Look at the examples below – of an ‘unhelpful’ thought and a more ‘helpful’ thought.  

Feeling
Sad

Angry

Depressed

Thought
I will never stick  
to my healthy  

eating

Physical
Raised blood sugar

Less energy

Behaviour
Give up - stop the 

diet altogether 

Go back to poor 
eating habits
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Feeling
Pleased with  

yourself

Encouraged at  
how well I have  

done so far 

Thought
I try hard at  

my healthy diet but 
sometimes I have  

a bad day or  
am tempted

Physical
Reduced blood 

sugar most  
of the time

Healthier

Behaviour
Keep going 

Problem solve  
some ways of  

trying not to be 
tempted

Thoughts are powerful. They affect our behaviour, emotions and our physiology  
(our physical experience)
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Notice any of your unhelpful thoughts and think about how you could change that 
thought to make it more helpful: 

It can be easier than you think to change the thought. One way to try, is to repeat that 
new thought often enough and it will help to start to change the behaviours and the 
emotions associated with it. 

Self-compassion 
It is also important to think about the way you talk to yourself. Try to talk to yourself 
gently and supportively. If you are cross or impatient with yourself it will increase the 
stress you put yourself under and be less effective. 

It’s also important to make time for yourself, to look after yourself and to do things 
you enjoy or that you want to try out, like a new hobby or a long-forgotten interest. By 
building in activities that you enjoy on a regular basis you can improve your confidence, 
mood and increase your energy levels. These things don’t have to be expensive or 
complicated – it may simply be making sure you take the time to have a nice bath or 
catch up with an old friend. 

Being able to acknowledge when things are difficult and knowing that things don’t always 
work out the way we hope is important. This can help us to be more flexible and think of 
ways around problems instead of wasting energy on fighting them or ourselves.

Tips for positive thinking 

– Focus on the things you can do, rather the things you can’t

– Focus on your achievements

– Think about your resources – people and information around you, people to 
talk to, challenges you have overcome in life

Unhelpful thought Helpful thought
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Mindful eating 
Mindful eating is a way of trying to be more aware of what and how you are eating and 
thus change the cycle of eating without thinking about it or even necessarily enjoying 
your food. 

Try the following things:

– Eat when you feel hungry or you have hunger pangs. A good test is, if it was an 
unappetising plate of food, would you still eat it? If you would you are probably 
hungry!

– Eat more slowly. This will help your digestion as it will give time to allow the message 
that you have eaten enough to reach your brain

– Stop eating when you are full

– Use the five senses when you eat your food 

When you next eat a new food that you have started enjoying as part of your healthy 
eating plan try noticing the effect it has on your five senses. We have given you an 
example:

My new 
food Taste Touch (feel) Sight Sound Smell

Avocado
Bitter but 

sweet
Soft and 
creamy

Pale green Quiet Woody smell

What was my last goal?

Have I achieved this goal?

Goal review
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Practical solutions for a healthier you 
Some things to consider at this point:

1. What did I learn in this online module?

2. Do I want to do anything different?

3. How will I do this?

4. What do I want to talk to my telephone coach about?
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Refreshing healthy eating
Some things to consider at this point:

1. What did I learn in this online module?

2. Do I want to do anything different?

3. How will I do this?

4. What do I want to talk to my telephone coach about?
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Know your health

Your telephone support call with your health coach
Call 7

Some things to consider at this point:

1. What did I learn in this online module?

2. Do I want to do anything different?

3. How will I do this?

My next call with my health coach will take place on             /         /   at          : 

Things I would like to talk to my health coach about this week:

My achievements are:

My challenges have been:
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Stage 3: Maintenance 
Sleep and visualisation 
Sleep 
Think about the amount of sleep you get a night and the amount of time you spend in 
bed even if you are dozing or relaxing. 

I get                          hours sleep a night. I spend about                          hours in bed. 

If there is a big difference between the two then, that might indicate poor quality sleep. It 
can help to keep a sleep diary to try and understand your sleep patterns a bit better. 

One of the things that can happen with sleep is that we underestimate the sleep we get. 
If we are worried, and our mind is racing, time seems to pass more quickly, so 15 minutes 
can seem to be about 30 minutes. 

It can help to keep a sleep diary. This will give you a more objective record of what is 
happening to your sleep over a period of time. It might also help you identify the reasons 
why you don’t sleep. You may find there is a pattern to the week .

Day
What time 

did I go  
to bed?

Did I 
struggle to 
drift off?

What time 
did I wake 

up?

What time 
did I get up?

Do I know the reason if 
I didn’t sleep – worries, 
thoughts, other factors 

(noise?)
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Are there any particular things you need to try and change to improve your sleep quality? 

My actions/behaviour My physical feelings or challenges

My thoughts My worries
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Visualisation 
Visualisation can be a powerful way of helping you to achieve your goals. Sports people 
have used this successfully for many years (and so have many other people doing 
anything that requires high level performance). An athlete will repeatedly visualise the 
event in his/her mind rehearsing techniques and increasing his/her chances of success. In 
the same way, we can all use visualisation methods to help achieve our goals. 

Focus on what you want to happen, not what you don’t want to happen. 

For example visualise yourself how you would like to look - fitter or more healthy. Think 
about what you would like to be doing, try doing this at least once a day. 

Starting visualisation
– Stand or sit comfortably. It helps to close your eyes. Feel your energy in the centre of 

your body (you can do this by placing a hand on or around your belly button and try 
to feel where your breath starts from)

– Visualise (imagine) your goal

– Imagine yourself achieving it and visualise yourself coping with any possible challenges

– Breathe – take long slow breaths in and out. Concentrate especially with breathing out

– Use positive ‘can do’ statements. For example: ‘I can enjoy a good balanced diet’

I will use visualisation to help me with the following goals:

 

 

 

What was my last goal?

Have I achieved this goal?

Goal review



What is stress?  

Have a think about the following questions:

Think about whether some of these stressors are within your control or not. If they are 
not within your control then you are better off trying to find ways of managing the stress. 
Later in this course you will learn about creating a stress toolkit.

Meanwhile:

‘Breathe, step back, think, then react’.

Some things to consider at this point:

1. What’s your experience of stress? 

2. Do you tend to have more of an emotional reaction to it? Or are you more 
aware of physical changes, such as increased heart rate or sweaty palms?

3. What do you think are the main stressors in your life at present? 
Work, family or something else?

4. At the moment, how do you manage stress?

60    
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Call 8

Your telephone support call with your health coach

My next call with my health coach will take place on             /         /   at          : 

Things I would like to talk to my health coach about this week:

My achievements are:

My challenges have been:
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Habits 
Maybe you have already managed to change some of your unhelpful habits? 

What habit have you already managed to change?

 

Are there any habits that you still need to change to help you with your healthy lifestyle?  
Try and identify what is keeping your habit going? Ask yourselves the following questions;

3. Thoughts

2. Emotional triggers

2. Environmental triggers

1. Unhelpful habit 4. What do you get  
from this habit?

When you are changing habits remember the following:

– Be consistent - this is the only way a new habit will begin to establish itself

– Reward yourself

– Replace a habit with something else - don’t just leave a void

– Give yourself time

– What is the habit?     

– When is the habit occurring?

– Why is the habit occurring?     

– How do you feel when you do the habit? 

Now try filling in this diagram again to make a new healthier habit:
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Socialising 
We hope you have enjoyed developing lots of healthy habits during the course of the 
programme. Often when people adopt a healthier way of life it can feel difficult to stay on 
track whilst still enjoying the same social activities. It can sometimes feel easier to skip the 
party all together rather than risk temptation and undo all your good work. This is a very 
lonely option and not one we would recommend. It is important to develop strategies to 
ensure that you enjoy your social events and meals out without them becoming stressful 
and negative experiences. Thinking back to our module on social support, make sure you 
ask your friends and family for the emotional or practical support that you might want 
or need in certain situations. They can’t always guess what you need and if they guess 
wrong then that can lead to conflict and tension. Remember too that it is not a sign of 
weakness to ask for support from people.

An important factor in making healthy changes last for the long term is enjoyment. It’s 
therefore important to make sure you still order food you like when you go out. Making 
healthy choices won’t feel like much fun if you are opting for foods that you genuinely 
don’t enjoy.  For example, if there is something on the menu that you would really like but 
you know it’s not a balanced meal, see if there is a way it can be adapted by adding more 
vegetables or removing certain elements.

 Even with the best intentions, friends and family can sometimes try to sway you off track. 
Take the time to explain to those you go out with why you have made changes. You 
can tell your friends and family that by making healthy food choices and increasing your 
activity levels you are making every effort to improve your health and live a long, happy 
life. People are much more likely to be supportive of you when you explain this.

Social situations I might struggle with include: 

In this situation I can plan ahead by: 

If I need additional support I can talk to: 
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Thinking about getting active

Helps reduce stress, 
anxiety and depression

Lowers blood pressure

Burns subcutaneous 
and visceral fat

Increases bone density 

Improves sleep

Reduces chronic diseases

Increases/maintains 
strength

Improves immune system

Increases blood volume

Improves balance  
and mobility

Health benefits of moving more

Reduces risk of developing 
osteoporosis and 
osteoarthritis

Improves gastrointestinal 
function
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What are the benefits of physical activity? 
Being active and moving more brings physical and emotional benefits that can improve 
your mental health and overall wellbeing, as well as helping to manage your blood 
glucose levels. It can also enable you to meet new people, make friends and enjoy life 
more. 

Why physical activity is so important if you have  
Type 2 diabetes?
It can help to improve blood glucose control and reduce insulin resistance.
When you perform physical activity or exercise your muscles contract. During the 
contraction an insulin-like effect is created. This muscle activity signals the movement of 
glucose transporters to the cell wall which act like doors that open and this allows the 
glucose to transfer from the blood vessels into these working muscle cells. This insulin-
like effect therefore is extremely beneficial as this takes place without the requirement of 
insulin itself. When you are physically active, glucose uptake into your muscles increases 
by 7-20 fold; up to 7-20 times as much, compared to resting conditions. In terms of 
reducing blood glucose this is super beneficial and a wonderful human body adaptation 
that comes for free.

Improves insulin sensitivity
With repeated physical activity and exercise, insulin sensitivity is elevated due to the 
increase in the total number of glucose transporters and stronger insulin effect at the cell 
level. This is what makes physical activity and exercise so important and effective in Type 
2 diabetes as it reduces the need for insulin itself whilst helping to lower blood glucose 
levels to more normal values.

What was my last goal?

Have I achieved this goal?

Goal review
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Thought traps 
Think back to the previous sessions on thoughts. Have you been able to change some of 
your thoughts to make them work for you, not against you? 

Look at the following patterns of thoughts that people can have, particularly when 
making health behaviour change. 

Circle any of the traps that you might fall into. 

Thought trap How to recognise it Example of thought

Catastrophising
‘It will be a complete 
disaster’

I will become ill 

All or nothing
Beware of words like – 
‘never’ and ‘always’ 

I’m never any good at trying 
to change my eating habits

Criticising yourself. Making 
unnecessary or unrealistic 
rules for yourself

Beware of words like - 
‘must’, ‘should’ ‘mustn’t’ 
shouldn’t’

I must get my new habits 
right all of the time

Low tolerance to frustration
‘I can’t do this, it’s too 
hard for me’. Beware of 
words like ‘can’t’

I can’t exercise more. It 
won’t help

Getting things out of 
proportion

If one thing goes wrong, 
it’s as though everything 
has gone wrong

I had a bad day yesterday 
with my exercise. I might as 
well give up altogether. I’m 
hopeless

Making unrealistic demands Trying to be perfect

I must do all of the 
exercises that have been 
recommended to me and 
not make a mistake

Labelling
Making judgements on 
yourself

I’m useless

My thought trap is: I might be able to change this to:
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Self-compassion 
Think about some of the things you may need to do to look after your own 
needs.  
This could include:

– your work/life balance – if you are working, are there any changes you can 
make to ensure you have a balance between your work and other things you 
enjoy

– trying to make your environment as pleasant and as nice as possible for 
yourself

– being able to say ‘no’ if you feel you can’t always immediately cope with 
requests from people. People will usually respect it and understand when 
you say ‘no’ nicely rather than saying yes and then not fulfilling a 
commitment

It is also really important to talk to yourself nicely – the tone of voice and the 
words you use with yourself are just as important. 

Reflect on the words that you use to talk to yourself. Think of some 
compassionate phrases you could use.

My compassionate phrases:



What is comfort eating? 
The connection between emotion and food has been set down since birth. As a child, 
food and drink is soothing and an essential source of comfort. If you are a parent or 
have looked after young children or babies you will know that one of the first things you 
offer a baby when they are grouchy or unhappy, is food. Very often you might give them 
physical comfort when you do this, especially if you are breast feeding or bottle feeding. 
This comforting effect of food can continue through to adulthood, especially if we are sad 
or unhappy.

If you notice that you ‘comfort eat’ you may need to try and change these habits. There 
may be other ways in which you can comfort yourself. Try and have a healthier snack 
available.

Try another way of comforting yourself:

1. Is there someone to talk to? 

2. Do you have a favourite blanket you can use to wrap around you? 

3. Have a relaxing bath 

4. Go out for a walk 

I think I comfort eat in the following situations:

 

 

I could try the following things instead:
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Call 9

Your telephone support call with your health coach

My next call with my health coach will take place on             /         /   at          : 

Things I would like to talk to my health coach about this week:

My achievements are:

My challenges have been:
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Enjoying my physical activity 
Increasing motivation 
Don’t start by taking part in physical activity you don’t really like. How many people do 
you know who have bought exercise bikes only to leave them sitting untouched? Instead 
think about what you’ll really enjoy doing. You are much more likely to keep it up if you 
have fun doing it.

It is not wise to increase your physical activity levels by too much all of a sudden. For 
example, joining a Zumba class on Mondays, taking up yoga on Wednesdays and deciding 
to join a Nordic walking group on Fridays could be too much if you are not used to being 
physically active. By the end of the second week, you’re likely to ache all over and would 
soon realise it’s too much at once. Remember to set SMART goals which are realistic. It’s 
much better to introduce small changes gradually and keep it up than to introduce lots of 
changes at once and give up. 
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Reduce your sedentary time 
Breaking those long periods of sitting or lying down 
that require very low energy expenditure is a great 
way to increase physical activity levels. Remember all 

movement matters.

Increase the amount of activities 
within your leisure time 
This can often be a fun and informal way of 
increasing overall physical activity levels.

Different ways to become  
physically active 

Introduce a type of formal 
exercise you enjoy 
Depending on the types you choose 

they will help to further build strength, 
balance and flexibility.

What was my last goal?

Have I achieved this goal?

Goal review
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Mindfulness
It is as important to look after your mind as well as your body. One of the ways in which 
you can do this is through trying mindfulness. Look back at the mindfulness sections 
earlier in this handbook and look at the module on mindfulness. 

Have you tried the body scan? 

Have you tried any of the following activities? 

And remember the 7 principals of mindfulness:

1. Being fully present – try using your 5 senses to help this 

2. Being open to experience – notice what you think or feel 

3. Being non-judgemental – there is no right or wrong 

4. Peace – spend some quiet time for you.  
It doesn’t have to be more than a few minutes a day 

5. Compassion – be nice to yourself

6. Non-attachment – let thoughts come and go 

7. Accepting things as they are – notice but don’t fight anything

1.
Place your hand on 

your belly. Take 10 deep 
breaths and notice your 

hand moving up and 
down as you breath.

2.
Close your eyes and 

think about how you are 
feeling. Happy? Sad? 

Mad? Scared? Excited? 
Something else? Think 

about how you know you 
are feeling this way.

4. 
Close your eyes and sit 
quietly. Notice the way 

that your clothes feel on 
your body. Notice your 

shirt, trousers and shoes. 
Do you notice anything 

you didn’t notice before?

5. 
Close your eyes and 
spend one minute 

thinking about a happy 
day in your life. Try to 

remember as much about 
that day as you can.

6. 
Sit quietly and place 
a small object in your 

hand. A pencil, eraser, or 
something else. Notice 

how heavy the object is. 
Think about what it feels 
like in your hand. Notice 

one new thing about  
this object.

3. 
Sit very still and notice 
one thing that you can 

see, hear, feel, taste  
and smell.
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I have tried mindfulness in the following situations:

 

 

I have tried or will try the following mindfulness activities. 

 

 

Visualisation
You can now build on the visualisation you tried in the group session. 

If you ever watch any sport, look at how top performing sportsmen and women take a 
moment of real concentration before taking a penalty, starting a sprint race, or between 
ends during a tennis match for example. They are probably visualising or imagining the 
success of what they are about to do. It is known that this is a powerful way of enhancing 
success and achievement. 

You can do this yourself in day to day situations or by focussing on your long-term goals. 

If you imagine yourself achieving your goals and what success looks like or feels like, you 
give yourself the best chance of success. If on the other hand you are always imagining or 
thinking a more negative outcome you are less likely to succeed. The results that we get 
from how we imagine or visualise situations turning out tend to be heavily determined by 
what we view is the most likely outcome.

Remember:

– Think about a goal you would like to achieve

– Breathe and relax for a minute or two whilst you think about this

– Imagine achieving it

– What are you sensing? – use your five senses to help you 

– Hold this image in your mind for a few minutes 

– Practice regularly – this is very important 

People often find it helpful to write down their visualisations. Be as detailed as you can. 
This will help you capture the image when you try it (What do you look like? What do you 
feel like? How do you feel? Where are you?).

For example,

I see myself at my goal weight, playing with my children  
in the garden and smiling“ ”
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My visualisations are:

 

Mindful eating 
Think back to what you covered in the group session on mindful eating. Have you tried 
mindful eating and actively using your five senses when you are enjoying food? 

Remember:

– Focus just on the meal that you are eating 

– This works best away from distractions like sitting in front of the TV or computer 

– Eat slowly and take your time to chew your food properly 

– Think about how the food you are eating is impacting all five of your senses 

– And try to eat only when you are hungry. A good test is if your plate of food looks 
unappetising or something you don’t particularly like, do you still want to eat it? If you 
don’t, you may not be actually hungry. And have you drunk enough? Thirst can often 
be confused with hunger and drinking can also make you feel fuller and less hungry. 

Try this light hearted game with your family: 
Imagine eating a food and describe it to your family without actually saying what it is. Use 
the five senses to describe it. They can try and guess what it is. 

You can try this the other way around too. Or they can ask you questions about the food 
to help you describe it. Try doing this with new foods that you have recently added to 
your diet. 
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What physical activity opportunities are available in your local community? 

Progress review
My reasons for attending the Diabetes REWIND Programme:

What have I learned:

My achievements so far:

What I have enjoyed:

Physical activity within my community 
We all know physical activity is good for us but we may not know about the different 
physical activity opportunities in our local area. Taking part in physical activity within the 
community can improve your self-esteem, emotional wellbeing and resilience. It can also 
help you to form relationships within the community and help build community spirit.

Find local groups and activities in your area here: preventing-diabetes.co.uk/signposting/
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The stress toolkit
During this course you have already learned to understand stress and become familiar 
with a number of ways of managing stress. Now that you have had a chance to practice 
many of these things you may have begun to recognise the techniques that work for you, 
and those that don’t seem quite so helpful. 

Now you need to start putting the strategies that work best for you together. You could 
think of this as creating your stress toolkit. 

In the diagram below try circling or highlighting the techniques that have worked for you.  
There are empty circles for you to add other techniques you might already use or  
have tried. 

Stress
management

Mindfulness
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Your telephone support call with your health coach
Call 10

Things I would like to talk to my health coach about this week:

My achievements are:

My challenges have been:

My final call with my health coach will take place on             /         /   at          : 
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Sleep 
Think back to what was covered in the group session on sleep. You have thought about 
the things that might be affecting your sleep. Now it is time to think about ideas for 
improving your sleep. 

Here are some tips: 

4. Your bedroom 
– Keep your bedroom well 

ventilated and a regular cool 
temperature 

– Limit light and noise 

– Avoid distractions

1. Be aware of your body clock 
– Be strict about regular bedtimes and 

getting up times 

– Follow a clear routine before going to bed

2. Thoughts and worries 
– If you have the occasional night of poor sleep this will not be 

harmful. Even the resting is important 

– Check out what you are thinking to yourself – have you fallen 
into any thought traps? 

– Keep a piece of paper by your bed to write down any worries 
or things you need to remember

3. Behaviour 
– Limit your caffeine and alcohol intake 

– Don’t exercise late at night

– Try not to have a large meal late at night

– Limit your screen time in the bedroom

– Make your bedroom 
comfortable – a nice place 
to be

– Try to keep your bedroom a 
place for sleeping only
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Are there any things that are still affecting your sleep quality? 

Try changing one thing from each of these areas to try and improve your sleep.

Behaviour/actions My bedroom environment 

My routine Managing thoughts or worries

Internal obstacles to food 
(things I could try and change) External obstacles to food 

Internal and external obstacles
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Use the table below to help create your own physical activity plan. Make sure it is 
something you think you really can manage. When planning your cardiovascular exercise 
remember a moderate intensity is recommended. Try to do strength exercises for all of 

Activity type Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Cardiovascular 
exercise

walking briskly, 
cycling

Strength  
exercise

resistance bands, 
bodyweight  
movements 

Flexibility  
exercise

stretching, yoga 

Balance  
exercise

yoga, dancing

Total minutes of 
physical activity

How will I  
reduce my  

sedentary time?

My physical activity plan

Designing my physical activity plan
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your major muscle groups on two days a week, not on two consecutive days, you need 
time for the muscles to recover before your next session. Don’t forget to include a few 
balance and flexibility exercises. 

Activity type Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Cardiovascular 
exercise

walking briskly, 
cycling

Strength  
exercise

resistance bands, 
bodyweight  
movements 

Flexibility  
exercise

stretching, yoga 

Balance  
exercise

yoga, dancing

Total minutes of 
physical activity

How will I  
reduce my  

sedentary time?
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0

2-3: easy to breathe 
and carry a conversation

4-6: breathing heavily, can 
hold a short conversation 

9-10: completely 
out of breath and
unable to talk

7-8: breathing heavily 
and unable to hold a 
short conversation

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9
10

What is RPE? 
Using the Rate of Perceived Exertion (RPE) scale is a simple and effective way to 
measure the intensity of our physical activity. The current guidelines recommend 
we perform either 150 minutes of physical activity a week at a moderate intensity, 
or if we’re already used to being physically active, 75 minutes a week of vigorous 
activity as an alternative. The RPE can help us work out if we’re working at the 
recommended physical activity intensity. An RPE between 4 and 6 is considered 
to be of a moderate intensity, this means during your physical activity you are 
breathing heavily however, you are still able to hold a short conversation. An RPE 
between 7 and 8 is considered to be a vigorous intensity, working at this level of the 
RPE means you feel borderline uncomfortable, short of breath and only able to speak 
a short sentence.

Rate of Perceived Exertion (RPE)
How do I know if I am exercising at a moderate intensity? 
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Safety first
– Recognise your limitations and any underlying health conditions 

– Check the equipment and surrounding area

– Correct attire (loose fitting clothing and preferably gym trainers)

– Drink plenty of fluids before and during exercise

– Warm up

– Cool down/stretch at the end of your session

Exercises to avoid if you have the following conditions:
It is advisable to avoid certain exercises if you have certain health conditions 

– Cardiovascular disease / High blood pressure 
Avoid holding your breath whilst exercising and avoid holding stationary 
contractions - begin exercise at a moderate intensity

– Arthritis / Osteoporosis 
Limit motions that cause repetitive impact on the joints i.e. jogging and jumping

– Fibromyalgia 
Avoid vigorous exercise, keep it at a moderate intensity 

– Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease  
Avoid vigorous exercise, keep it at a moderate intensity

What was my last goal?

Have I achieved this goal?

Goal review



Steps to change What have you 
achieved?

What would you still like 
to achieve?

1. Your SMART goals

2. Visualising your success

3. Setting your timescale

4. Identify your goals 
positively

5. Being kind to yourself 

6. Make your environment 
work for you

7. Getting support from 
other people

8. Reward yourself

9. What went well?

10. Reflect. What has the 
experience of following 
this course been like 
for you? What can you 
learn?

10 steps to maintain change
You are nearing the end of this course. Well done for making the commitment and 
spending almost a year on changing your lifestyle. We hope you have begun to see real 
results and achievements in your health and wellbeing. 

It is now time to think about maintaining the change. 

Take the 10 steps on the 10 step plan and try and complete what you have achieved and 
what you need to do to maintain your change and achieve more goals.
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You also need to think about ensuring you keep your changes up. 

Think back over the whole course.

What have been the most helpful things you have learned?

 

 
What have been the greatest challenges? 

 

 

Self-monitoring and celebrating success 
You will have achieved an enormous amount towards improving your health and 
wellbeing and it is important you celebrate your success. Think back to how you were 
when you started the programme and how you are now. 

What are some of your achievements?
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You are in control of your health and wellbeing, but occasionally there are parts of your 
life and things that happen that you can’t control. When you come up against these, 
remember to use your stress toolkit to be prepared with stress management strategies for 
situations you can’t control.

Circle of control
As you move forward into the rest of your life’s journey think about how you have 
managed this change.

Things I 
can’t control

Things I 
can control

Others 
values

Others 
efforts

My efforts

My goals

My words

How I use 
my time

Being compassionate

My ideas

My attitude

My values
Others 
actions

The 
weather

Your 
family

Others 
words

Others 
thoughts

Others 
feelings

Others 
attitudes
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And remember that sometimes it can seem like the journey to success is not always 
smooth and straightforward. 

Be realistic with your expectations of yourself. Occasionally it may seem like there are blips and 
bumps in the road. But the most important thing is that you now have the resources to live a 

healthier lifestyle and you will hopefully already be seeing the health benefits of that.

Most of all…

Congratulations

The pathway to success isn’t always smooth

A B

Your telephone support call with your health coach

Things I would like to talk to my health coach about this week:

My achievements are:

My challenges have been:

Final call
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Non-starchy vegetables
Non-starchy vegetables are high in nutrients but low in energy. This makes them perfect 
for helping our bodies to stay healthy and maintain a healthy gut without preventing 
weight loss. Non-starchy vegetables count towards a portion of your 5-a-day. Remember 
that this is not a limit, and often people that are the most successful in managing their 
weight have more than 5 portions of non-starchy vegetables each day. You may want to 
think about how you can have more than 5-a-day. It is important to eat a variety of non-
starchy vegetables to make sure you get lots of different nutrients.

What is a non-starchy vegetable? 
A non-starchy vegetable is any vegetable which is not in the potato (or tuber) family e.g. 
potato, sweet potato, cassava, green banana, plantain, yam. 

Examples of non-starchy vegetables are: 

These can be fresh, frozen, or tinned/jarred in water or salt water.

Please note that this is not a complete list. If there are any foods that you wish to try, 
please speak to your coach. Remember that flavourings, seasoning and spices can be 
used. It is best not to use oils and fats when cooking in the TDR phase, but if you want to 
you can use one spray of ‘low cal spray’.

Use your online recipe booklet for ideas and explore different resources for meal ideas 
and different ways of cooking

Appendix

Vegetables

Artichoke Chow Chow Peas

Asparagus Cherry Tomatoes Peppers

Aubergine Cucumber Pumpkin

Baby Corn Edamame Radish

Bamboo Shoots Green Beans Rocket

Bean Sprouts Kale Spinach

Broad Beans Leeks Spring Greens

Broccoli Lettuce Sugar Snap Peas

Brussel Sprouts Mangetout Swede

Butternut Squash Marrow Tomato

Cabbage Mixed Salad Leaves Turnip

Carrots Mushrooms Okra

Cauliflower Pak Choy Onion

Celery Parsnips Watercress
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What counts as a portion in your 5-a-day? 
– 80g of fresh, canned or frozen vegetables. This is about three heaped tablespoons of 

vegetables or a cereal bowl of leafy vegetables. Choose tinned or canned vegetables 
in water where able to do so

– 150ml of vegetable juice or vegetables smoothie

Does fruit count as one of your 5-a-day? 
Yes, however because fruit contains natural sugars, it will increase your blood glucose 
levels. You should avoid fruit during your TDR stage, and limit it to 2 portions a day 
following your TDR phase. A portion size for fruit is 80g for fresh, frozen or tinned; 30g 
for dried fruit or 150ml for juice/ smoothie.

Do beans and pulses count as one of your 5-a-day? 
Yes, however because these foods are higher in energy compared to non-starchy 
vegetables you should avoid these foods during your TDR phase. After TDR, you can 
include them; they can also count towards a portion of lean protein. A portion size for 
beans and pulses is 80g. Choose low salt and low sugar options where able to do so. 
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Handy measures
Using your hands as portion size guides can be an easy and useful method to gauge 
your portion sizes. This method is not as accurate as weighing foods, but it can be more 
practical.

You may want to create your own handy measures for healthy portion sizes.

Hand symbols Foods

A portion of meat is the size  
and thickness of your palm

A portion of carbs or fruit  
is a comfortable handful

A portion of fish is the size  
of your whole hand

A portion of non-meat protein  
is a comfortable handful

A portion of nuts or dried fruit  
is a small handful

A portion of vegetables or salad  
is a generous handful

A portion of fat is the tip  
of your thumb
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Hypoglycaemia (Hypo)
Hypoglycaemia (or a “hypo”) is a low blood glucose level. It can occur when taking 
some medications to manage Type 2 diabetes. This is because the medication 
dampens the bodies normal response to a decreasing blood glucose level.

It is important to know what a hypo is and how to treat it. Your healthcare 
professional will be able to discuss this with you in more detail. Here is a reminder of 
how to treat a hypo:

Symptoms
Early signs and symptoms of a hypo include:

– Sweating heavily

– Feeling anxious

– Trembling and shaking

– Tingling of the lips

– Hunger

– Going pale

– Palpitations

Symptoms may vary from person to person, but you  
will feel “different” very quickly.

If you miss these early signs, the symptoms may get worse and include:

– Slurring your words

– Behaving oddly

– Being unusually aggressive or tearful

– Having difficulty in concentrating

How to treat hypos
If you recognise that you are having a hypo, you should treat it immediately with 
something that will raise your blood glucose quickly. Suitable treatments are:

– 225ml of Lucozade™, OR

– 150ml (a small can) of non-diet fizzy 
drink, although amounts may vary, 
OR

– 200ml (a small carton) of smooth 
orange juice, OR

– 4-5 GlucoTabs®, 5-6 dextrose tablets, 
or 4 jelly babies

If you do not feel better (or your blood glucose level is still less than 4mmo/L after 
5-10 minutes), repeat ONE of these treatments.

When you start to feel better, and if you are not due to eat a meal, eat some 
starchy food, like a sandwich or banana.

If you are not able to treat your hypo yourself, but you are still conscious and able 
to swallow, someone can give you a glucose gel if you have this available.

Please note that you may be given a different way to recognise and treat your hypo from your 
healthcare professional. If this is the case, follow your own personal guidance. 
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Blood glucose monitoring
It is important to monitor your blood glucose levels regularly, especially at the beginning 
of your programme. Your blood glucose levels will help your healthcare team to make 
sure your medications are correct.

When to check? 
Check your blood glucose levels twice per week before  

breakfast (fasting)

OR

If you have symptoms of a hypo (see hypo appendix)

What to do?
Make sure to take your blood glucose measurements for your 
medication review visit at week 1,2,4,8 and month 3,6,12

After week 3, contact your healthcare team if:
– If you are taking Diabetes medicine and experiencing hypos 

(blood glucose less than 4mmol/l).

– If you have any blood glucose measurements above 15mmol/l.
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Reset plan
You can use the reset plan at any point after re-introducing food if you notice that you 
are gaining weight.

It is Important to note that the reset plan can only be used once during the maintenance 
phase because it is unhealthy to lose and re-gain weight many times.  

If you experience 
weight gain  
during Total  

Diet Replacement 
(TDR) stage 1

Please inform your 
health coach as soon  

as possible via  
info@rewind.co.uk  

or 03335773561

You will be contacted 
by a REWIND Team 

member within  
48 hours to discuss 

further options

If you experience 
weight gain during 

the food  
re-introduction 

stage 2

Consider extending  
the food  

re-introduction  
phase by an extra 1-2 

weeks per phase

If you experience  
weight gain during the 
maintenance stage 3

Weight gain  
of more than  

2kg from lowest 
weight 

Replace 1 or 2 
meals with the 

Total Diet 
Replacement 

products for 2-4 
weeks and then 
repeat the food 
re-introduction 
stage. You will 
need to order 

extra TDR 
products to do 

this.

Weight gain  
of more than  

4kg from lowest 
weight 

Consider 
replacing all your 
meals with TDR 
products for a 
period of 2-4 

weeks. If you have 
had medications 

increased or 
re-prescribed 

since your initial 
TDR stage (stage 
1) you will need to 

discuss these 
medication 

changes with your 
healthcare team 

before doing this. 
You can then 

follow the food 
re-introduction 
stage (stage 2) 
again. You will 
need to order 

extra TDR 
products to be 
able to do this.
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Exit plan

Please  follow the below steps if you: 
– Develop any of the medical conditions stated in the exclusion criteria e.g. severe 

kidney impairment, heart attack, stroke, heart failure, active liver disease (not 
including non-alcoholic fatty liver disease), cancer, mental illness requiring new 
medications/ hospitalisation, drug addiction, eating disorder, retinopathy.

– If you start using anti-obesity drugs

– If you become pregnant

– If you are unable to tolerate the Total Diet Replacement (TDR) products 
(nausea, feeling sick following the consumption of TDR product).

• Or if you would like to be removed from the service for any other reason.

Please inform your virtual coach via 03335773561  
or info@rewind.co.uk and contact your  

healthcare team as soon as possible

You will then be contacted by a 
REWIND team member within  

48 hours to discuss further options 
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